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Dicamba effects on soybean yields
Abstract
The widespread use of dicamba in corn, combined with the high sensitivity of soybeans to this herbicide,
results in numerous cases of soybean injury each year. When dicamba injury occurs, whether from spray drift,
volatilization, or sprayer contamination, the common question is, How much will yields be affected? As with
any source of crop stress, it is impossible to accurately predict yield loss potential from dicamba injury that
happens early in the growing season. This article summarizes results of controlled studies to help evaluate
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0.001 0.01 0.056 0.001 0.01 0.056
1974
Control 92 92 92 100 100 100
1­2 trifol. 93 88 77 100 108 100
3­4 trifol. 80 69 59 110 102 80
6­7 trifol. 93 56 45 118 103 79
Early bloom 80 46 36 114 91 46
1975
Control 49 49 49 100 100 100
Early bloom 47 40 40 95 66 64
Early pod 54 47 50 97 102 20
1976
Control 61 61 61 100 100 100
Early bloom 46 38 36 58 40 33
Mid­bloom 46 43 38 82 72 37

















1/100 18 35 15 2
1/33 23 50 27 10
1/10 33 70 50 45
1/3 70 95 63 80
a Label rate: 16 ounces Banvel/acre; 0.5 pound dicamba/acre.
This article originally appeared on pages 133­135 of the IC­484(18) ­­ July 17, 2000 issue.
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